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In this paper the number of rooted near-4-regular maps on the Klein bottle is
investigated and formulae with up to four parameters are given. Also the number
of rooted near-4-regular maps with exactly k nonroot-vertex loops on this surface
is provided. In particular, explicit formulae for counting (loopless) 4-regular maps
on this surface are deduced.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
A surface is a compact closed 2-manifold. An orientable (A nonorientable)
surface of genus g is homeomorphic to a sphere with g handles (crosscaps)
which is denoted by Sg(Ng). A map M on 7 is a graph G, called the underlying
graph of M, embedded on 7 such that each of the components of 7&G is
homeomorphic to an open disc. Those components are called faces of M.
For a definition of a map on a surface, orientable or otherwise, see [32].
A circuit (simple closed curve) C on a surface 7 is called essential (or
noncontractible as some scholars named it) if 7&C has no connected
region homeomorphic to a disc; otherwise it is planar (or trivial ). A loop
is called essential if it is an essential circuit; otherwise it is called planar or
trivial. A map is rooted if a vertex and an edge together with a direction
along the edge and a face on one side of the edge are all distinguished. If
the root is the oriented edge from u to v, then u is called the root-vertex
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while the face on the distinguished side of the edge is defined as the root-face.
Two rooted maps on a surface 7 are considered the same if there is a self-
homeomorphism of 7 which induces an isomorphism [32] between them
preserving the rooting.
A rooted map on a surface is a near-4-regular map if all of its vertices are
4-valent except for possibly the root-vertex. One may see, of course, that
such maps are Eulerian. It is well known that a map has a Eulerian path
if and only if it has at most two odd vertices. If those two possible odd
vertices are marked in such a way that one is the root-vertex while the
other is not identified with the former, then it is called a rooted near-
Eulerian map. By a rooted near-4-regular Eulerian map we mean that all its
vertices are 4-valent except for possibly the two distinguished possible odd
vertices.
The concept of rooted maps was first introduced by Tutte [2730] in the
1960s. In fact, rooting a map can trivialize the automorphism group of the
map and makes it possible for one to construct rooted maps by recursive
relations which may imply functional equations satisfied by the enumerat-
ing functions of a given class of maps. Thus, the methods and techniques
of solving the functional equations appear to be vital for finding the exact
number of maps considered. In [9] Brown showed the existence of square
roots in certain rings of power series and made it possible to use the square
roots methods to solve an equation. Since then, much work has been done
by several mathematicians such as Arque s [1], Brown [8, 10], Mullin et al.
[24], Tutte [31], Walsh et al. [33], Bender et al. [27], Gao [12, 13],
Jackson et al. [15, 16], and Liu [17, 22]. Among them, Arque s, Brown,
and Walsh et al. did some influential work on the (exact) enumeration of
nonplanar maps. As for the cases of projective planar and toroidal maps,
in one of the initial steps but a significant advance toward nonplanar ones,
both Arque s [1] and, independently, the team of Bender et al. [5, 6] have
counted rooted maps on the projective plane and the torus as functions of
the number of edges. It is well known that any kind of nonplanar map is
very difficult to handle in an exact way, especially nonplanar 4-regular
maps without loops (although Walsh and Lehman [33] did some work on
rooted nonplanar Eulerian maps in a general way). Instead, people such as
Bender et al. started systemically working on asymptotic formulas. In
19861989, Bender et al. and later Gao studied several classes of rooted
maps on general surfaces and got asymptotic evaluations of nonplanar
maps. For a survey one may see [2].
An important role in many field is played by 4-regular maps. They have
been used for rectilinear embeddings in VLSI, for the Gaussian crossing problem
in graph theory, for the knot problem in topology, and for enumeration of some
other kinds of maps [1722]. Rooted 4-regular planar maps or their duals:
quadrangulations have been investigated by many scholars such as Tutte
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[30], Brown [11], Mullin, Schellenberg [24], and Liu [17, 22, 25]. As an
extension of these pioneers’ earlier works, this paper concentrates on the
exact number of rooted 4-regular maps on the Klein bottle as well as some
other results such as those of rooted near-Eulerian maps on the plane. The
main results of this paper are: (1) The number of rooted planar near-4-
regular Eulerian maps is investigated and its relation with 4-regular maps
on the Klein bottle is revealed, although the former is also a nonplanar
map problem and has never been studied before. As we will see later, such
near-Eulerian maps are used in the enumeration of rooted Eulerian maps
on surfaces of higher genus. (2) Rooted (near-)4-regular maps on the Klein
bottle without loops are counted with respect to the root-valency, the
number of edges, the number of nonroot-vertex loops, and the number of
inner faces. More generally, the number of rooted (near-)4-regular maps on
the Klein bottle with exactly k nonroot-vertex loops is given. In particular,
some results for maps with one vertex on the Klein bottle are deduced.
Let U0 , Up , and UK be the sets of rooted near-4-regular maps on the
plane, the projective plane, and the Klein bottle, respectively, and U be the
set of rooted near-4-regular planar Eulerian maps. Suppose that their enumerat-
ing functions are
f0(x, y, z, t)= :
M # U0
x2m(M )ys(M )zn(M )t:(M),
fp(x, y, z, t)= :
M # Up
x2m(M )ys(M )zn(M )t:(M),
fK(x, y, z, t)= :
M # UK
x2m(M )ys(M )zn(M )t:(M ), and
f (x, y, z, t, u)= :
M # U
xm(M )ys(M )zn(M)t:(M )u;(M ),
where 2m(M ) (or m(M) if M # U), s(M ), n(M ), and ;(M ) (M # U), respec-
tively, are, the root-valency, the number of edges, the number of inner
faces, nonroot-vertex loops, and the valency of the marked possible odd
vertex other than the root-vertex (M # U) of M.
By the results in [26] we have
Fact 1. The function f0= f0(x, y, z, t) satisfies the following equation
x4yzf 20+(2x
2y2z(t&1)+ y&x2) f0+2x2y2z(1&t)+x2& y&x2yh=0,
(1)
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where h is the coefficient of x2 in f0(x, y, z, t) and an explicit solution of (1)
is
f0= :
nm
m1
:
l0
C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m&1zn+l&1(t&1) l x2(m&1), (2)
in which
C(m, n, l )=
2l3n&m(m&1)
(2n&m)(2n&m&1) \
2m&2
m&1 +\
2n+l&m&2
l +\
2n&m
n + .
Here the number C(m, n, l) is defined as 1 when m=n=1 and l=0.
Fact 2. The enumerating function fp= fp(x, y, z, t) of rooted near-4-
regular maps on the projective plane satisfies the equation
fp=2x2yzf0 fp+x2y
(xf0)
x
+2y2ztfp+3y2t( f0&1)
+
y
x2
( fp&x2Fp(2)&2x2yzfp&3x2y( f0&1)),
where Fp(2) is the enumerating function of those in Up with their root
valencies all 2. Furthermore, fp and Fp(2) may be expressed, respectively,
as
fp=
x2’
- 1&vx2 {\x2
(xf0)
x +}
- ’
x
’&x2
+
3y(t&1) f0 | - ’x
’&x2 = ,
Fp(2)={x2 (xf0)x +3y(t&1)( f0&1)=}x=- ’
with
’=
y
1&%&2y2z(t&1)
, %=
4y2z
2&4y2z(t&1)&3%
.
Our first result is for the number of rooted near-4-regular Eulerian maps
on the plane.
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Theorem A. The enumerating function of U is
f =
x’u
- 1&vx2
:
nm
m1
:
l0
C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m&1zn+l&1(t&1) l
2,m
2x }
- ’
x
+
x2’u2
- 1&vx2
:
nm
m2
:
l0
C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m&1zn+l&1(t&1) l
2,m&1
2x }
- ’
x
+
xy2zu’2(t&1)(u2f0(u, y, z, t)&’f0(- ’, y, z, t)))
[1+’y2z(1&t)] - 1&vx2(u2&’)
,
where (as is shown in Section II )
v=
2%
y
, ’=
y
1&%&2y2z(t&1)
, %=
4y2z
2&4y2z(t&1)&3%
, (3)
and
,m(x, u)=
x2m&u2m
x2&u2
x2,
2,m
2x }
a
b
=
,m(a, u)&,m(b, u)
a2&b2
.
Remark. From Theorem A one may find that the enumerating function
of rooted near-Eulerian maps in U which have two odd vertices is
f =
x’u
- 1&vx2
:
nm
m1
:
l0
C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m&1zn+l&1(t&1) l
2,m
2x }
- ’
x
+
x’2y2zu(t&1)(u2f0(u, y, z, t)&’f0(- ’, y, z, t))
[1+’y2z(1&t)](u2&’) - 1&vx2
.
If we consider the case of such rooted near-4-regular Eulerian maps
on the plane which have 2 vertices of valency 1, then their enumerating
function is
2f
x u }x=u=0= :
nm
m1
:
l0
C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m&1zn+l&1(t&1) l ’m
+ :
nm
m1
:
l0
C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m+1zn+l&1(t&1) l+1 ’m+1
1+’y2z(1&t)
.
Accordingly, one may count rooted near-4-regular Eulerian maps by edges.
For instance, there are 14 such maps with 5 edges, as shown in Fig. 1
(where each arrow represents a rooting at odd vertices).
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FIGURE 1
As we will see later, from the previous formula one can derive a function
for those rooted 4-regular maps on the Klein bottle whose root-edges are
essential loops and destroy a handle when one cuts along them. Further-
more, the enumerating function of rooted planar maps with exactly two
vertices marked, respectively, by x (for the root-vertex) and u is
xu
- 1&4x2
:
m0
1
m+1 \
2m
m +
x2m+1&u2m+1
x&u
,
and one may derive from it the following formula
1
- 1&4x2
:
m0
(2m+1) \2mm + x2m+4
for a kind of rooted one-vertex map on the Klein bottle whose root-edges
are essential loops and destroy a handle when one cuts along them.
Based on Theorem A, we have
Theorem B. The enumerating function of rooted near-4-regular maps on
the Klein bottle satisfies the equation
fK=2x2yzf0 fK+x3y
f
u } u=x+x2y
(xfp)
x
+2y2ztfK
+x2y2t

u \
f
x }x=0+} u=x+ y2t( f 2p+x2y)
+
y
x2 { fK&x2FK(2)&2x2yzfK&x4y

u \
f
x }x=0+}u=x
&x2y( f 2p+x
2y)= ,
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in which FK(2) and f 2p , respectively, are the enumerating functions of those
maps in UK whose root valencies are all 2 and those on the projective plane
whose root-edges are links (i.e., nonloop-edges). Further, fK may be expressed
as
fK=
x2’
(’&x2) - 1&vx2 {x3
f
u }u=x+x2y
(xfp)
x
+x2y(t&1)

u \
f
x } x=0+} u=x+ y(t&1)( f 2p+x2y)=}
- ’
x
(4)
with
f 2p= fp&2x
2yf0 fp&x2y
(xf0)
x
,
where the functions f0 and fp are defined in Facts 1 and 2.
As a direct consequence of Theorem B, we have the following result for
one-faced maps on the Klein bottle.
Theorem 1. The enumerating function of rooted one-faced maps on the
Klein bottle is
 \1y fK(x, y, y&1, 1)+
y } y=0
=
x2
- 1&4x2

x \
1
- 1&4x2
:
m1 \
2m&1
m + x2m+1+
+
1
1&4x2
:
m1
(2m&1) \2m&2m&1 + x2m+2.
Remark. As reasoned in the remark after Theorem A, one may deduce
a formula for rooted maps on the Klein bottle which have exactly two
vertices marked by x and u and this can lead to a formula for a kind of
rooted one-vertex map on N3 , the sphere with three crosscaps. But this is
not the main aim of this paper and we will no longer discuss one-vertex
maps on other surfaces here.
Applying Theorem B to rooted 4-regular maps, we obtain
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Theorem 2. The enumerating function of rooted 4-regular maps (which
may have loops) on the Klein bottle is
F4= :
nm
m1
:
l, k0
C(m, n, 0) A(m, k)
2k \
2k
k +\
m+l+k+1
l + y2n%k+l,
where (by applying the Lagrangian inversion [14, pp. 1718] for (3))
A(m, k)=4 \m+13 ++\
m+1
2 ++\
2m
2 + (m+2k+2);
%k= :
sk
(2y2)s k
s!
D (s&1)%=0 {
%k&1
\1&32 %+
s= ,
for k1.
Based on this result, one may count rooted 4-regular maps on the
Klein bottle by edges. In fact, the number of rooted 4-regular maps on
the Klein bottle with 2p edges is
:
sk+l1
n+s= p
:
n
m=1
2l3s&k&lC(m, n, 0)(k+l ) A(m, k)
s \
2k
k +
_\m+k+l+1l +\
2s&k&l&1
s&1 ++ :
p
m=1
C(m, p, 0) A(m, 0).
In the case of 4 edges, there are 67 such maps on the Klein bottle as
depicted in Fig. 2 together with a table of numbers.
The contributions of the above maps to rooted maps and the corres-
ponding face-degree sequences are listed in the following table.
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12
8 8 2 8 2 2 1 4 4 8 16 4
[1, 7] [1, 7] [4, 4] [2, 6] [4, 4] [4, 4] [4, 4] [2, 6] [2, 6] [3, 5] [1, 7] [4, 4]
Next, we consider the case of loopless maps. Let t=0. Then all the non-
root-vertex loops disappear by our assumption. But it is still possible that
loops may appear on the root-vertex by the definition of near-4-regular
maps. In order to eliminate the effects of loops on the root-vertex, there are
4 types of maps (as shown in Fig. 3) that must be excluded, since in each
map of these types shrinking the root-edge will create a loop.
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FIG. 2. Twelve distinct 4-regular maps with 4 edges on the Klein bottle which will induce
67 rooted 4-regular maps.
Those maps having the structure of M1 consist of a nonplanar map and
a planar (i.e., contractible) cycle of length 2. Hence, their enumerating
function is
2y2FK(2),
where FK(2) is defined in Theorem B. As for the maps of type M2 or M3 ,
their enumerating functions are
y2 \ 
2f
x u } x=u=0& y+ , y2(Fp(2)& y),
in which Fp(2) is defined in Fact 2. Thus, we have
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FIGURE 3
Theorem 3. The enumerating function of rooted loopless 4-regular maps
on the Klein bottle is
1
y {(1&2y2) FK(2)& y2 \
2f
x u }x=u=0+Fp(2)&2y+= ,
in which
FK(2)={x3 fu } u=x+x2
(xfp)
x
&x2y

u \
f
x } x=0+}u=x& y( f 2p+x2y)=}x=- ’ ;
2f
x u }x=u=0= :
nm
m1
:
l0
(&1) l C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m&1’m
+
1
1+ y2’
:
nm
m1
:
l0
(&1) l+1 y2(n+l )&m+1’m+1 ;
Fp(2)= :
nm
m1
:
l0
(&1) l (2m&1) C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m&1’m
&3 :
nm
m2
:
l0
(&1) l C(m, n, l ) y2(n+l )&m’m&1,
with
’=
y
1&%+2y2
, %=
4y2
2+4y2&3%
.
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This provides a formula for loopless 4-regular maps on the Klein bottle
with respect to the number of edges. If we write
L(m, n, l, k, q, s)=(&1) l+s 2 p+s3q&k& pC(m, n, l )
_
(k+ p)
q \
2k
k +\
2q&k& p&1
q&1 + ,
M(k, m, p, q, s)=\m+k+ pp +\
m+2q+s
s + ,
then we may expand the functions in Theorem 3 into power series in the
variable y, i.e.,
FK(2)= :
e2
[X(1, e)&3X(2, e)&X(3, e)&X(4, e)
+3X(5, e)+2X(6, e)+X(7, e)] y2e+1&6 :
e3
X(8, e) y2e+1,
&y \ 
2f
x u }x=u=0+Fp(2)&2y+= :e2 [&X(9, e)+3X(10, e)] y
2e,
where
X(1, e)= :
con.1
L(m, n, l, k, q, s) M(k, m+1, p, q, s) A(m, k),
X(2, e)= :
con.2
L(m, n, l, k, q, s) M(k, m, p, q, s)(m&1)(m&1+2k+2),
X(3, e)= :
con.6
L(m, n, l, 0, q, s) M(0, m, p, q, s),
X(4, e)= :
con.1
L(m, n, l, k, q, s) M(k, m&1, p, q, s) \2m2 + ,
X(5, e)= :
con.2
L(m, n, l, k, q, s) M(k, m&2, p, q, s)(m&1),
X(6, e)= :
con.3
L(m, n, l, k, q, s) M(k, m, p, q, s) \2m2 + ;
X(7, e)= :
con.5
L(m, n, l, 0, q, s) M(0, m&1, p, q, s)(2m&1),
X(8, e)= :
con.4
L(m, n, l, k, q, s) M(k, m&1, p, q, s)(m&1),
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X(9, e)= :
con.6
L(m, n, l, 0, q, s) M(0, m&1, p, q, s) 2m,
X(10, e)= :
con.5
L(m, n, l, 0, q, s) M(0, m&2, p, q, s) 2m,
in which the summations satisfy the following conditions:
con.1: n+l+q+s=e, nm1, qk+ p;
con.2: n+l+q+s=e, nm2, qk+ p;
con.3: n+l+q+s=e&1, nm1, qk+ p;
con.4: n+l+q+s=e&1, nm2, qk+ p;
con.5: n+l+q+s=e, nm2, qp;
con.6: n+l+q+s=e, nm1, qp.
Accordingly, one may determine the number of loopless 4-regular maps
on the Klein bottle by edges. For instance, there are 15 distinct rooted 4-regular
maps with 4 edges on the Klein bottle which are determined, respectively,
by the maps M4 , M5 , M7 , and M9 as shown in Fig. 2.
More generally, we have
Theorem 4. (1) The enumerating function of those rooted near-4-
regular maps having exactly k nonroot-vertex loops on the Klein bottle is
1
k!
kfK
tk } t=0 .
(2) The enumerating function of those rooted 4-regular maps having
exactly k nonroot-vertex loops on the Klein bottle is
1
4! k!
k+4fK
kt 4x } t=0 .
II. EQUATIONS FOR PLANAR MAPS
In this section we shall prove Theorem A. But first we have to partition
some sets of maps. In fact, the set U may be partitioned into two parts by
U=U1+U2 ,
where U1=[M | er (M ) is a loop].
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Further, we have
U2=U21+U22
in which U21=[M | the both ends of er (M ) are the marked possible odd
vertices].
Lemma 2.1. Let U(1) =[M&er (M ) | M # U1]. Then
U(1)=U0 x U+U x U0 ,
where U0 is the set of all the rooted near-4-regular maps on the plane; ‘‘M1 x M2 ’’
means that the maps in M1 and M2 have only one common vertex, the root
vertex, and that the root is chosen to be the root of M1 .
Proof. For a map M # U1 , er (M) is a planar loop. The inner and outer
regions determine, respectively, two types of maps, one in U0 and the other
in U. K
Lemma 2.2. Let U(2i )=[M ver (M ) | M # U2i], i=1, 2. Then
U(21)=U0 , U(22)=U&U(1)&U(2),
where M ver(M ) is the map obtained by shrinking the root-edge of M and
U(i ) is the set of maps in U whose root valencies are i, i=1, 2.
Proof. For a map M # U21 , both ends of er(M) are the only two possible
non 4-valent vertices. So, shrinking er(M ) will lead to a map M ver(M ) # U0 .
On the other hand, splitting the root-vertex of a map in U0 may produce
several elements in U21 . This shows the first relation. As for the second one,
one may see its validity if the ‘‘shrinkingsplitting’’ procedure is used. K
Let f1 and f2i be the enumerating functions of U1 and U2i (i=1, 2),
respectively. Then, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2,
f1=2x2yyf0 f, (5)
f21=y :
M # U0
:
m(M )
i=0
xm(M )&i+1ys(M )zn(M )t:(M )ui+1
=
xyu
x&u
(xf0(x, y, z, t)&uf0(u, y, z, t)). (6)
Since splitting the root-vertex of maps in U(22) may produce nonroot-
vertex loops, we have to consider five types of maps (as shown in Fig. 4)
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which will produce nonroot-vertex loops after splitting the root-vertex.
Hence, the set U(22) has to be further divided into several more parts as
U(22)=U
1
(22)+U
2
(22)+U
3
(22) ,
where
U1(22)=[M | er (M ) or ePr(M) is a loop and d(vr)=3],
U2(22)=[M | er(M) or ePr(M) is a loop and d(vr)4],
where r is the root while P is the rotation of M at the root-vertex.
Hence, the enumerating functions of U i22 (i=1, 2, 3) are, respectively,
f 122=3
yt
x2
(x3yzF(1)); f 222=2
yt
x2
(x2yz( f &xF(1)), (7)
f 322=
y
x2
( f &xF(1)&x2F(2)&2x2yzf &x3y2zF(1)) (8)
in which F(i ) is the coefficient of xi in f (x, y, z, t, u) (i=1, 2).
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By Eqs. (5)(8),
f =2x2yzf0 f +
xyu
x&u
(xf0(x, y, z, t)&uf0(u, y, z, t))+2y2ztf
+xy2ztF(1)+
y
x2
( f &x(1+x2y2z) F(1)&x2F(2)&2x2yzf ).
This can be rewritten as
- 2 f =y {x(1+x2y2z(1&t)) F(1)+x2F(2)
&
x3u
x&u
(xf0(x, y, z, t)&uf0(u, y, z, t)+= , (9)
where 2 is the discriminant of (1) in Theorem A.
Remark. In view of the form of (9), one may see that the determination
of f (x, y, z, t, u) is in fact involved in the nonplanar maps.
If we write 2= y2(1& x 2’ )
2 (1&vx2), then after comparing the coefficients
of x2, x4, and x6 we may obtain the relations in (3). Further, by the defini-
tion of F(i ) (i=1, 2) and the fact that ’ is a double root of 2, one may
prove
F(1)=
u’(u2f0(u, y, z, t)&’f0(- ’, y, z, t, ))
(u2&’)(1+’y2z(1&t))
,
F(2)=
u2’
u2&’
( f0(u, y, z, t)& f0(- ’, y, z, t, )).
Substituting this equation into (9) completes our proof of Theorem A.
K
III. MAPS ON THE KLEIN BOTTLE
In this section we concentrate on the establishment of Theorem B. Let
us begin with a partition of UK ,
UK=U
1
K+U
2
K ,
where U1K=[M | er (M ) is a loop].
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Similarly to Lemma 2.2, we have
Lemma 3.1. Let U2(K)=[M ver (M ) | M # U
2
K]. Then U
2
K=UK&UK(2),
where UK(2) is the set of those in UK whose root-valencies are all 2.
Since loops on nonplanar surface may be essential (i.e., noncontractible),
we have to divide U1K into two parts as
U1K=U
11
K +U
12
K ,
in which U11K =[M | er (M ) is a planar loop].
As reasoned in Lemma 2.1, one may get that
Lemma 3.2. Let U11(K)=[M&er (M) | M # U
11
K ]. Then U
11
(K)=U0 x UK
+UK x U0 , and thus the enumerating function of U11K is f
11
K =2x
2yzf0 fK .
We now calculate the contribution of U12K .
Since cutting along an essential loop on the Klein bottle will destroy
either a handle or a crosscap, the set U12K has to be divided into two parts
as
U12K =U
12
K1+U
12
K2 ,
according to
U12K1=[M | er (M) destroys a handle],
U12K2=[M | er(M) destroys a crosscap].
For any map M # U12K1 , cutting along the root edge er (M ) and then
removing the two sides of it will result in a near-4-regular Eulerian map on
the plane. Since the procedure is reversible, we see that the contribution of
U12K1 is
U12K1  x
2y \u fu+} u=x .
As for the case of U12K2 , one may repeat a crosscap-destroying procedure
for each map in U12K2 and will obtain a map in Up , the set of rooted near-4-
regular maps on the projective plane and then reverse this procedure (i.e.,
introducing a loop on a crosscap at the each corner around the root-vertex).
This shows that the contribution of U12K2 is
U12K2  x
2y
(xfp)
x
.
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Remark. The above crosscap-increasing procedure will produce 2m(M)+1
maps on the Klein botle for each map M (with valency 2m(M )) in Up since
there are two ways of rooting the new loop.
This formula together with the previous one implies that
Lemma 3.3. The enumerating function of U12K is f
12
K =x
3y fu | u=x+
x2y (xfp)x .
We now determine the contribution of U2(K) . Again we note that splitting
the root-vertex into two may produce nonroot-vertex loops; the set U2(K)
has to be divided into several more parts as
U2(K)= :
7
i=1
U2i(K) ,
where elements in U2i(K) (1i6) have the structures depicted in Fig. 5.
Thus (from those figures and Lemma 3.1), the enumerating functions of
U2i(K) (1i7) are, respectively,
U21(K) : f
21
K =
yt
x2
(x2yzfK),
U22(K) : f
22
K =
yt
x2
(x2yzfK),
U23(K)+U
24
(K) : f
23
K + f
24
K =
yt
x2 \x4y

u \
f
x } x=0+} u=x+ ,
U25(K)+U
26
(K) : f
25
K + f
26
K =
yt
x2
(x2y( f 2p+x
2y)), and
U27(K) : f
27
K =
y
x2 { fK&x2FK(2)&2x2yzfK
&x4y

u \
f
x }x=0+}u=x&x2y( f 2p+x2y)= ,
where FK(2) and f 2p are, respectively, the enumerating functions of UK(2)
and those on the projective plane whose root-edges are links (i.e., nonloop-
edges); i.e.,
f 2p= fp&2x
2yf0 fp&x2y
(xf0)
x
.
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FIG. 5. Six types of maps which will result in nonroot-vertex loops after splitting the root-vertex.
Those formulae together with Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 imply that
fK=2x2yzf0 fK+x3y
f
u }u=x+x2y
(xfp)
x
+2y2ztfK+x2y2t

u \
f
x }x=0+}u=x+ y2t( f 2p+x2y)
+
y
x2 { fK&x2FK(2)&2x2yzfK&x4y

u \
f
x }x=0+}u=x
&x2y( f 2p+x
2y)= .
This formula is equivalent to
&- 2 fK=&x2yFK(2)+x5y
f
u } u=x+x4y
(xfp)
x
+x4y2(t&1)

u \
f
x }x=0+} u=x
+x2y2(t&1)( f 2p+x
2y). (10)
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Since x=- ’ is a double root of 2,
FK(2)={x3 fu } u=x+x2
(xfp)
x
+x2y(t&1)

u \
f
x }x=0+} u=x+ y(t&1)( f 2p+x2y)=}x=- ’ .
Substituting this into (10) completes our Theorem B.
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